P.E. SPORTS AND ACTIVITIES

TABLE TENNIS
“Glory is attained from hard work, step by step.”
Ma Long, Chinese table tennis player, Olympic and World Champion

INTRODUCTION
Table tennis, or ping-pong, is an enjoyable
sport but it can be highly competitive. Each
player tries to outscore his opponent through
the use of skill, strength, speed, stamina and
strategy. The game is somewhat similar to
tennis, where players hit the ball back and
forth over a net.
The game is played on a table surface with the use of paddles and a ping-pong
ball. The objective in the game is to be the first to score 11 points.
Table tennis is a game played by many people around the world. Games of table
tennis are played in schools as well as homes. People young and old alike enjoy
this fast-paced and action-packed game. For the serious player, there are many
associations and organizations that sponsor competition. In addition, table tennis
is an Olympic sport.
HISTORY
The origin of table tennis has never been exactly pinpointed, even though it’s a
relatively young sport. The sport is younger than lawn tennis and not much older
than basketball. The earliest known form of the sport, called indoor tennis, was
played in the early 1880s by British army officers in India and South Africa. They
played the game by using lids from cigar boxes as paddles and rounded corks from
wine bottles as balls. They set up a row of books across the middle of a table to
establish the net.
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James Gibb, an Englishman who visited the United States in 1900, brought some
hollow celluloid balls home and began playing indoor tennis with friends using the
new balls. Gibb apparently came up with the name “ping pong,” representing the
sounds of the ball hitting the paddle and then the table.
In 1902 an Englishman, E. C. Goode, covered his wooden ping pong paddle with
pebbled rubber. This allowed him to put spin on the ball. A Ping Pong Association
was founded in England that same year.
The first world table tennis championship tournament was held in London in 1927.
From then until World War II, Hungary dominated the sport. The American Ping
Pong Association was formed in 1930.
Central European dominance continued for a time after World War II, but Asian
players took over the sport beginning in 1953. One factor in the sudden emergence
of Asian stars was the introduction of the foam rubber paddle by Japan’s Horoi
Satoh in 1952. The new coating made the game faster and also allowed players to
put even more spin in the ball.
The first national table tennis championship was staged in 1931 by the American
Ping Pong Association (APPA). Only the men’s singles was contested. The APPA
was controlled by Parker Brothers, which held the trademark on the word “ping pong.”
In the meantime, several other table tennis associations sprang up around the
country. In October of 1933, the U. S. Table Tennis Association (USTTA), was
organized.
The USTTA tournament was
open to all comers. In 1936,
though, there was a special
closed division for U. S.
citizens only. This was used
to select U. S. representatives
at the world championships
that year. This tournament is
considered the first U. S. national championship. There wasn’t another until 1976,
when the U. S. national tournament was inaugurated.
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Table tennis was first included in the Olympic program at the 1988 Summer
Olympics in Seoul, South Korea, with singles and doubles competition for both
men and women. Because this was the debut of table tennis, winning the gold was
very important. At that time, Jiao Zhimin was considered the leader of the Chinese
Women’s Team. In the semifinals, she was asked by her coach to concede to her
teammate Li Huifen because the latter had a greater chance of winning against
a Czech player in the finals. However, that Czech player did not make it to the
finals after losing to another Chinese player, Chen Jing, who ended up winning
the gold medal. Li Huifen had the silver while Jiao Zhimin got the bronze. Asking
Jiao to concede is considered a scandal because it is “match fixing.” Match fixing
is unsportsman-like conduct and against the rules of the game. In some cases it is
against the law.
HOW THE GAME IS PLAYED
The game is won when one person scores 11 or more points and is two points
ahead of his or her opponent. In other words, you can win with a score of 11-9 but
not 11-10. If there is less than a two point difference, the game continues until one
player is ahead by two points. At 10-10 (or deuce) the players alternate with every
serve; the winner is then the first person to gain a clear two points advantage over
his opponent. The 11 point game is an International Table Tennis Federation (ITTF)
change which occurred in 2001. Previously, the first player to gain 21 points won
the game. Games played at national and international tournaments are now played
to 11 points in either a best of five games or best of seven games.
Scoring points
The server must successfully serve the ball to
the other side of the table or lose a point to the
opponent. Once the ball is in play, either player
can score a point, if the other is unable to return
the ball successfully to the other side of the table.
Serving the ball
The server must throw the ball up at least 16 centimeters (about six inches) without
spin before hitting the ball. Flicking the ball to the paddle with the thumb or holding
the ball and hitting it are illegal services. The served ball must hit the table on the
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server’s side before bouncing over the net. It must then hit the table on the other
side. If it hits the net or misses the table on the other side, it is a lost point.
If the ball hits the net and lands on the other side of the table, it is a let serve. The
ball can be served again.
Doubles game
In a doubles game, the ball must be served across the table to the opposite court.
If it does not hit the table on the opposite court, the opponent gets the point.
Serve two times
Players alternate serving every two points. If
the score reaches 10-10 (or deuce) the players
alternate with every serve; the winner is the first
person to gain a two point lead over his opponent
There are various methods to determine who
serves first.
Returning the ball
A player tries to return the served ball to the opponent’s side. He or she must not
let the ball hit his side of the table before going over the net. It must strike the table
on the other side of the net. If it does not, the opponent scores a point.
The players hit the ball back and forth until one misses a shot, giving the other
player the point.
There are a number of strategies used to win a game of table tennis. Some of these
include hitting to the weak side, slamming the ball and putting spin on the ball.
EQUIPMENT
The equipment required to play table tennis are a ping-pong table, a net, paddles
and ping-pong balls. Following is a summary of official table tennis rules on the
equipment used.
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Table
The table should be 274 cm. x 152.5 cm. (9 ft x 5 ft) in size and 76 cm. (2 ft. 6 in.)
above the floor. It is usually painted with a dark green or blue matte finish and has
a white 2 cm. (3/4 inch) line along each edge. There is also a white 3 mm. (1/8 in.)
line down the center of the table for use in doubles games.
Net
The net divides the playing surface into two courts of equal size. The net should be
15.25 cm. (6 in.) high, with the post being at most 15.25 cm. (6 in.) outside the side
lines. The bottom of the net should be as close as possible to the playing surface.
Ball
The ball should have a diameter of 40 mm., weigh 2.7 gm. and be made of celluloid
or similar plastic material. It can be white or orange.
Paddle
The paddle or racquet may be of any size, shape or weight but the blade shall be
flat and rigid. A side of the blade used for striking the ball shall be covered with either
pimpled rubber or sandwich rubber having a total thickness including adhesive of
not more than 4 mm. The surface should be flat and pimples distributed evenly to
avoid unusual returns.
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TABLE TENNIS NOTES
Ping-pong is a game many Americans play in their basements. But competitive table tennis is
much different. As mentioned previously, it’s an Olympic sport with many superb players. It is
considered the unofficial national sport in China where teams have won most of the Olympic
gold medals in this sport.
Table tennis is the most popular racquet sport in the world and ranked second overall in terms
of participation. Over 10 million players compete in sanctioned tournaments each year.
Table tennis is governed by the worldwide organization, International Table Tennis Federation,
which was founded in 1926. Table tennis has been an Olympic sport since 1988, with several
event categories.
This is a sport that can be enjoyed by people of any age or skill level. Top table tennis players
are some of the best athletes in the world, yet the sport is enjoyed by millions of disabled
persons as well as men and women who live in retirement communities. Table tennis is a
low-injury risk sport that helps to keep a person fit and flexible, without putting a lot of stress
on joints. Playing this sport increases one’s agility and flexibility, and perhaps most of all their
reaction time.
In the US the table tennis governing body is USA Table Tennis (USATT). This organization
was founded in 1933 and is the national governing body for all of USA Table Tennis. Their
goal is to promote table tennis in America and to provide all participants recreational and
professional, the best possible experience. USATT holds about 300 sanctioned tournaments
each year addition to league play, coaching programs, etc.
USATT says that the sport has had a steady increase in membership of around 10 percent
since 2006. There are some 457 Yahoo groups related to the sport, including ones for
collegiate players and regional groups.

Check out these websites for more information about table tennis:
www.americantabletennis.com
www.usatt.org
www.ttcan.ca
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